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Magidor famously characterized supercompactness in terms of a reflection property of second-
order logic. By an unrelated argument, we show that supercompactness can also be characterized
in terms of a reflection property of infinitary first-order logic, L∞∞. The downside here is that not
every sentence of L∞∞ can reflect to substructures smaller than a given cardinal κ; however, by
removing obvious counterexamples (and considering only relational signatures for simplicity’s sake)
we arrive at a fragment of L∞∞ for which reflection below κ is equivalent to supercompactness.

More precisely, we show that a cardinal κ is λ-supercompact if and only if it has the following
logical reflection property: for every structure M of cardinality λ with a signature consisting of
any (transfinite) number of <κ-ary relation symbols, and for every sentence φ ∈ L∞∞ such that
all conjunctions in its negation normal form have length less than κ, if M |= φ, then there is a
substructure A of M such that |A| < κ and A |= φ.

Allowing arbitrary disjunctions but not arbitrary conjunctions, while essential to the argument,
may seem slightly unnatural from the logical point of view. However, it is perfectly natural from
the topological point of view because a topology is closed under arbitrary unions but not arbitrary
intersections. Before proceeding, we recall a well-known topological characterization of strong
compactness: a cardinal κ is λ-strongly compact if and only if for every set I and every open cover
(Oα : α < λ) of the space {0, 1}I with the <κ-box topology, there is a subset A of λ such that
|A| < κ and (Oα : α ∈ A) covers {0, 1}I .

We characterize supercompactness by a topological reflection property that is a “diagonal”
version of this topological compactness property: namely, a cardinal κ is λ-supercompact if and
only for every set I and every open cover (Oα : α < λ) of the space λI with the <κ-box topology,
there is a nonempty subset A of λ such that |A| < κ and (Oα : α ∈ A) covers AI (but does not
necessarily cover all of λI .) This topological reflection property is easily seen to be an instance of
the aforementioned logical reflection property characterizing supercompactness, since membership
in a basic open set of the <κ-box topology can be expressed by an atomic formula using a <κ-
ary relation symbol, and the covering property being reflected does not involve any conjunctions
whatsoever.

In both the logical and topological reflection properties, replacing the condition |A| < κ by the
condition |A| = κ results in a property that is equivalent to “κ is huge with target λ.” This seems
noteworthy because hugeness is not currently known to have as many equivalent characterizations
as supercompactness, and these characterizations (especially the topological one) seem about as
simple as one might reasonably hope for.


